auno Co., Ltd.

Homepage

www.auno.co.kr/en

Annual Sales(2017)

USD 1,800,000

Export Amount(2017) USD 3,000
Export country

Hong Kong, Taiwan

Certification of export FDA, HACCP, ISO22000
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AUNO Sugar

AUNO Grano

AUNO Nutdy

AUNO Sugar™ unrefined, non-centrifugal
sugar(NCS), is a natural nutritional
sweetener, it has a lot of essential
constituents including minerals, vitamins,
antioxidants and so on.
i.	Rich natural mineral (Calcium, Iron,
Magnesium, Manganese etc.) from
Sugarcane
ii.	Contained rich antioxidant like Polyphenol
iii.	Secured hygiene through automate
equipment
iv.	100% organic

It is a simple cereal made up of whole brown
rice and AUNO Sugar™.
It contains lots of calcium, phosphrous, iron
and manganese and ohter natural minerals
from ingredient.
It is equipped with spoon, so it is very simple
to eat by pouring milk without the need of
bowl. There are 3 flavors : original, cacao,
and berries flavor.

AUNO Peanut Candy used organic AUNO
Sugar™ which is not refined sugar or glucose
syrup but non-centrifugal sugar.
It is made up of AUNO Sugar™, grain
syrup(Rice), peanut, butter, salt and did not
contain chemical flavor agent or colorings.
It contains lots of calcium, potassium,
magnesium and phosphorus, and has
delicious flavor which anyone would enjoy.
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Distinction

AUNO is a compound word that consists
of ‘A’ and ‘one’ in Spanish alphabet,
meaning ‘foremost’, and ‘best’. And the
pronunciation of ‘AUNO’ is similar to the
Spanish word ‘aunar’ that means ‘to be
one’, or ‘to be united’. AUNO (foremost,
best, one) is a true community. Hereby,
we mean by ‘community’ the organic
relationship of the Earth that we have to
pass on to our descendants, workers and
laborers of raw materials, consumers and
AUNO. Now, we hope that we could build
up a world where we can be one with a
good vision together with AUNO.
#Sugar Cane #AUNO #Unrefined Sugar
#Grano #Cereal #Candy #Nutdy #Sugar
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Quality

Contact Point
Jae-hong, KWON
+82-53-587-7110
oversea@auno.co.kr
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